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DEAR READERS,

The world is constantly changing. Nowadays, more quickly than ever before. The
reasons behind this are digitization and the growing impact of artificial intelligence
and its spin-off technologies on almost all areas of our lives. As a result, we are all
not just witnessing a revolution, but are also part of it. For some, this is fascinating,
for others, it is frightening. We at ControlExpert see the technological revolution
not only as a challenge but also as an opportunity to make the world a little better
and less complicated.
It is only natural that, despite all our pioneering spirit and roll-up-your-sleeves
also grateful for them. Because still the best way of learning is by making mistakes.
Bearing this in mind, we have, among other things, realigned our product management to allow more room for experimentation and tests within the framework of

20
24

product development. “Fail fast, learn fast” is the motto in this area. And speaking
of “learning”: Years of training artificial intelligence algorithms have allowed us to

AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Growing together

take automatic image recognition to the next level, and thus to market maturity. As
the key technology in the digital claims process, it plays a particularly important
role. In what areas will it make a difference? Which existing procedures will it replace? What advantages does it offer to insurance companies and end customers?
In this year’s edition of CE PROFILE, you can find out more about this and many

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
Continuity through change

of the other interesting topics we are involved in. We do not limit ourselves to
our own immediate interests however, and in this edition, we examine the role of
ethics in artificial intelligence, venture into the animal kingdom, and look far ahead
into the working world of tomorrow. Something here for everyone!
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mentality, we sometimes make mistakes. But we take these in our stride, and are
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We are delighted to take you this year again on a journey through our work and
philosophy, and to share our vision with you. We hope you enjoy our magazine
and the new insights it offers!

NICOLAS WITTE,
Managing Director at ControlExpert
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NICOLAS WITTE,
Managing Director at ControlExpert

“Thinking of tomorrow today” – Hardly any other motto sums up the core concerns
of the insurance business so succinctly. Of course, it does not apply exclusively
to the insurance industry. If you want to be secure and successful tomorrow, you
must take measures today. You need to get informed, network with others and
make decisions. It is important to be open-minded, to embrace new ideas, and to
keep an eye on the latest trends. And that is what we at ControlExpert practice in
daily life. With one difference, however: We not only think about tomorrow today,
but about the day after also. At the very least. After all, we have set ourselves an
ambitious goal: We want car drivers all over the world to have their claims settled
fairly on the same day their vehicle was damaged. Granted, this may sound like
science fiction.
But some of what we do today actually was science fiction until just recently. Up
until a few years ago, the importance of the role that automatic image recognition
would play in the current and future claim process could, at the very best, only be
guessed at. A self-learning artificial intelligence that independently extracts, analyzes and qualifies information from documents and photographs of damaged vehicles? At that time a vision, today reality. Following intensive research, algorithm
training, test runs and prototype development, the technology we have designed
is now ready for the market and can be put to use. In a four-step process based on
deep learning, an algorithm recognizes car parts on a photograph, distinguishes
between damaged and undamaged parts, determines the severity of the damage
and thus provides the information required to calculate the repair costs or provide
an expert opinion.
The claims process, which still takes 27 days on average, can be shortened significantly by automated expert appraisal. Although this is, of course, not enough
to reduce a claims settlement from 27 days to one day, it is just one of the many
building blocks that makes up our daily work here at ControlExpert. Our research
department, for example, addresses all the parts of a claims process that take a
long time and are inefficient. In addition to automatic image recognition, the focus
lies on automating manual process steps and interpreting telematic data. With

Our success story

their know-how, skills and curiosity, each of our 800 employees in 17 countries

on a video:

contributes not only to broadening our perspective as a company, but also to helping us attain our goals and exploit opportunities. In doing this, we rely on today’s
technologies while at the same time continuing the search for the technologies
of tomorrow. Or rather, of the day after tomorrow. Including advanced analytics,
for example, the result of new classes of algorithms and data science that lead
to new skills, such as transfer learning, which uses pre-trained machine learning
models as advanced starting points for new technologies. Or digital ecosystems,

SCAN ME

post-classical compute and comms, edge analysis and generative adversarial networks. Topics such as these are already keeping us on our toes today – and bringing us closer to our vision.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATIC IMAGE RECOGNITION

AUTOMATIC IMAGE RECOGNITION

READY TO CHANGE THE WORLD
Automatic image recognition has
become an indispensable part of
industry, business and everyday life.
At ControlExpert it has also already
been in use in many processes for
quite some time now.

The first digital image scanner
that divides images up into
number grids – in other words,

a computer to simulate human vision in a summer project.

1966

the first time. Binary classification
recognizes facial features. The

ment department today have different professional back-

method is still used today.

incorporate face detection into
digital cameras. It automatically

2005

therefore contribute completely different perspectives to

a worldwide pop phenomenon, the iPad mini is about to

up the routine. The fact that excellent work is being done

be launched and “Liam” and “Emma” are the most po-

here has not only come to the customers’ attention. The

pular baby names. 2012 also witness the birth of auto-

department receives an above-average number of job

matic image recognition. The requisite data volumes and

applications, especially from abroad.

algorithms had already existed earlier, of course, and
data scientists, engineers and programmers had been
assiduously working and researching to bring about a

AUTOMATIC IMAGE RECOGNITION
IN PRACTICE

2001
The first camera manufacturers

ticians, bioinformaticians and particle astrophysicists) and

different fields is as exciting as it is valuable – it spices

image recognition as a science.

“Viola-Jones” face recognition

grounds (physicists, mathematicians, engineers, statis-

in suspense, the Pope is on Twitter, “Gangnam Style” is

Though the project ultimately fails, it is seen as the birth of

Face detection is presented for

All 30 data scientists working in CE‘s Research & Develop-

the research work. This mix of highly qualified people from

MIT Professor Seymour Papert and his students plan to use

into digital information.

MULTIDISCIPLINARITY AS
AN INDUSTRY ADVANTAGE

It is the year 2012. The Arab Spring is holding the world

1959

brings detected faces into focus
and optimally adjusts image parameters such as exposure and

Initial tests at ControlExpert show

“We are proud that the results of years
of research and development are now
also being put to practical use by our
customers. However, we are not resting
on our laurels but instead intensively
pushing our research ahead and incorporating daily advances in
technological evolution.”

gy (classic computer vision) is not
suitable for use in motor vehicle

The range of special skills and the opportunities offered

DR. ANDREAS WITTE,

power required to run as many simultaneous calculations

by the department form the basis for the development of

Head of Research & Development

as possible at last became available. Neuronal networks

our products and product lines. Much of what was consi-

Product Management at ControlExpert

could now be trained, and the existing data analyzed.

dered wishful thinking prior to 2012, is now part of every-

And with them, images too.

day life: Photos of damage incurred can be transmitted to

2008

damage management.

Breakthrough in automatic image
recognition: The combination of a
new algorithm (AlexNet), the increased

2012

computing power thanks to GPUs, and
the volume of annotated data opens

technological breakthrough. But it wasn‘t until 2012 that
the big bang occurred: The data volume and computing

white balance.

that the current state of technolo-

ControlExpert’s own Research &

up new possibilities.

Development team concentrates
on automatic image recognition.

2015

ControlExpert for analysis by automatic image recogniti-

Vehicle zones can be automatically recog-

It hardly needs to be said that automatic image recog-

on via a web app, allowing the costs to be calculated very

nized in images for the first time.

nition had already been a central issue at ControlExpert

quickly. But that is not all. Thanks to the ever more effici-

before 2012: The possibility of being able to assess and

ently trained artificial intelligence, the vehicle registrati-

same location, or whether the vehicle color stored in the

evaluate car body damage on the basis of photos was

on document can also be read and validated. Which me-

system matches the photograph received.

recognized as an essential component in the optimizati-

ans: Information such as chassis number, vehicle owner

on and acceleration of claims processing. Once the tech-

and vehicle model are also fully automatically compared

nological hurdle had finally been surmounted, the topic

with each other. This not only further increases quality

was initially approached with caution. This was especially

and quantity in claims processing, it is also an important

The ability to clearly recognize the color of a vehicle from

important given the necessity of carefully assessing the

factor in fraud detection. In the case of fully automated

a photo, even under varying light conditions, is one of

scope and significance of the development without over-

processes in particular, the appeal of gaining unfair ad-

many models that are currently undergoing further devel-

of motor vehicle damage by means of image recognition

looking any essential aspects. However, after three years

vantage through fake situations can be tempting. But

opment at ControlExpert. Another of our latest projects

and for reading vehicle information from the vehicle regis-

of preparation, the project was launched in 2015: a new

we at ControlExpert rule out this possibility by offering

deals with the use of heat maps in damage analysis. These

department has been working on forming and training ar-

concrete solutions for fraud detection. For example, we

maps allow the damage to be located automatically and

tificial intelligence since then. Within four years, the team

already use the metadata today to compare whether all

its severity and extent classified. So a lot is happening in

possible, e.g. manufacturer, model, color, vehicle identifi-

grew from 3 to 30 employees.

the damage photographs submitted were taken at the

the field of automatic image recognition. For those who

cation number

2017
KEEP ON GOING, NEVER STOP
■

Automatic localization of vehicle damage and its extent

2018

using heat maps (see figure)
■

in CE testing processes
■

Preparation of an expert appraisal in
a third of the time

ControlExpert submits patent applications for the detection

tration certificate
■

Integration of automatic image recognition

■

2019

Images allow automatic identification of
motor vehicle damage and its extent

Automatic recognition of vehicle information on images

find that developments are not moving fast enough, it
might help to remember that the technology that makes
all this possible is not yet ten years old. It is literally still
in its infancy. So far, AI can actually only do what humans
have taught it to do in order to perform a specific task.
In future, however, the tasks given to AI will increase in

USE CASES – AUTOMATIC IMAGE RECOGNITION IN THE CLAIMS PROCESS

complexity, while the algorithms will become more and

“We see great potential in automatic image recognition
for VHV’s claims process. This technology can allow us to
route claims more efficiently and quickly, which ultimately
benefits our customers.”

more sophisticated to allow it to map these tasks. It is not
yet possible to predict exactly how truly intelligent systems will ultimately work and what form they will take.
The requisite technology still needs to be developed. But
at some point in the future, in perhaps less than ten years,
there will be a new big bang – and perhaps it will be Liam

FRIEDRICH VON WREDE,

and Emma who make it possible.

VHV Versicherung
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Damage control / Triage

Calculation

Repair approval

Fraud detection

Decision on next steps to be
taken in the claims process
within seconds

Indication of the damage amount
through automatic damage
detection

Accelerated approval in the
partner workshop process, the
creation of a costs estimate is no
longer necessary

Automatic identification of
manipulated images
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A few years ago, Amazon decided to rely on artificial in-

ministic systems, in the case of self-learning AI, the ethi-

telligence for recruiting and selecting new employees.

cal rules, as mentioned above, must either be embedded

Algorithms were intended to analyze structured data in

in the data used, or be protected by an ethical veto mech-

the applicant pre-selection phase and shortlist suitable

anism. Two AI ethics management systems, in particular,

AI PRINCIPLES

candidates. It was noticed during the evaluation of the
results, that AI predominantly suggested middle-aged
men as fitting applicants. Despite relevant skills and abil-

are so far being used for this purpose worldwide: The
Google model and the Salesforce model.

THE GOOGLE MODEL

ities, other groups were simply not being selected. The
solution to this problem first appeared to be the deletion

„At ControlExpert, artificial
intelligence is exclusively
related to vehicle-specific
criteria. Personal data, such as
the place of residence, gender
and age, is not used for AIbased costs calculations“

of the “Gender” marker from the applicants’ data. Never-

The Google model manages the AI Ethics area under the

theless, the results remained unchanged. AI used mark-

name of “Fairness & Accessibility”. The main driver of

ers such as “Women’s University” or “Woman’s College”
to screen out female applicants. As this ran counter to
the company’s policy on diversity and equity, the use of

Team Leader of Research &

Be socially beneficial

the initiative is “Inclusive AI”, i.e. the wish not to exclude

2

Avoid creating or reinforcing
unfair bias

provided with tools to prevent exclusion. For example,

AI in the recruitment process was discontinued. In cases
from other companies, automatic image recognition was
easily able to detect middle-aged men but had difficulties
in detecting women. In voice recognition too, AI often re-

DR. SEBASTIAN SCHOENEN,

1

sponds better to lower pitches, which are usually associated with men.

Development at ControlExpert
The question that arises from such examples is: Why
does AI make decisions in this way? The answer: Because it was created by human beings. Algorithms make

anyone. For this purpose, programmers and users were
applications for the visually and hearing-impaired, as well

3

Be built and tested for safety

4

Be accountable to people

5

Incorporate privacy design
principles

what artificial intelligence is doing. The question of how it

6

Uphold high standards of scientific
excellence

THE SALESFORCE MODEL

7

Be made available for uses that
accord with these principles

The Salesforce model is already one step ahead. After

their decisions based on historical data, it is the basis of

as tools that help identify the percentage of prejudice in
one‘s own attitude towards others. The Google model is a
huge step towards understanding “black box” AI: It shows
does it remains open however.

employees a few years ago vociferously demanded a say

their learning and decision-making processes. So the

in how their software should be used, Salesforce began

technology itself cannot be held to blame – the data is

to position itself as the ethics pioneer among the tech

already infused with biases. And AI also (still) lacks the

giants. Among other things, the position of Chief Ethi-

social context, empathy and ethical principles to adapt its

cal & Humane Use of Technology Officer was created at

own decision-making process accordingly.

Board level. Stakeholders were also invited to discuss the
company‘s values and ethics in an Advisory Council con-

For one thing, it will be necessary to re-evaluate the

sisting of “frontline employees”, researchers and experts

data and in this way train AI to think differently, to teach

from other companies as well as social leaders. As a re-

it values such as fairness and equality, in other words, a
sense of ethics and morality. However, one only needs

1

to consider how long humankind has been struggling to
reach a common understanding of ethics and morality to
realize that transferring what has been achieved so far to

2

a technology will be an immense challenge. Moreover, AI
decision-making processes will still comprise many unknowns in the future. At present, it is difficult to reliably
reconstruct the decision paths taken by AI. Therefore,
what is above all required are tools to control AI on a daily

MACHINES
WITH MORALS
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & ETHICS

In times of digital transformation and the growing influence of artificial intelligence,
the working world is also faced with the issue of defining its ethical principles –
and how they can be universally enshrined.
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basis, validate its decisions and feed it new information.

THINK DIFFERENT
Large and medium-sized companies have recognized
that the rapidly increasing importance of artificial intelli-

Responsible: Guaranteed inclusion of ethics and human rights at
all levels of decision making
Accountable: Every employee
and customer can contact the
Ethical Use Advisory Council and
the Data Science Review Boards

sult, not only were various tools developed, as with the
Google model, but also an ethics management system
created, which begins directly below company founder
Marc Benioff. A “champion” in each team brings the topic
into everyday life via diverse ethics boards. The processes are coordinated by the Chief Ethical & Humane Use
Office together with “practical ethical AI architects”. This
structure not only allows a flexible reaction to the con-

3

Transparent: Users know when
they are talking to a bot

stantly changing ethical approaches to new technologies,

4

Empowering: AI built with clicks,
not with code Free AI training for
everyone

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

5

Inclusive: New models with
different data sets tested for impact

the issue of AI ethics in your own company. According to

gence in a wide range of operational processes requires

but above all to the task of dealing with individual cases.

The two models presented are examples of how to tackle
Sven Gabor Jánsky, everything starts with updating the
legacy systems in three steps:

a fundamental change in mentality. It is hardly surprising,
1.

therefore, that “AI Ethics” is probably the hottest topic in

to new ethical criteria

executive suites, strategy lofts and future workshops at
2.

the present time. The decisive question is: How can we

INCORPORATING MORALITY
INTO THE SYSTEM

Restructuring the architecture of the
AI system that has been used to date

ensure that a technology to which we delegate important
decisions develops an ethical morality?

Updating existing data pools

of customers, employees and applicants. They are nei-

3.

ther practical nor flexible. For Sven Gabor Jánsky, Chair-

Retraining the neural networks of
the self-learning AI used to date

man of Europe’s largest future institute, 2b AHEAD, it is
clear where the journey is heading: “Companies need a

Focusing on the central tasks is also important: Develop-

living and breathing AI ethics management system that

ing individual ethical principles with stakeholder partic-

One thing is certain: doing things the conventional way

provides understandable, operationalizable answers to

ipation, creating structures, training managers and em-

will not get us anywhere. No “ethics working group” or

ever-changing ethical questions at all times – from cor-

ployees, and onboarding IT service providers. This is the

code of ethics, however carefully drafted, can meet the

porate strategy down to the lowest project level.” In his

only way to make your own processes transparent and

requirements of both today and tomorrow. They may

opinion, practical AI ethics management is the only way

establish a truly sustainable AI ethics management sys-

meet the expectations of the Executive Board and the

to achieve ethical behavior in technological AI systems.

tem.

Strategy Department, but they will not solve the problems

Whereas this can be practically programmed into deter-
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AI-BASED INVOICE AUDITING:

PREDICTIVE MODEL

TREASURES IN THE DEEP
Although InvoiceCheck has more than proven itself as the established process for checking bodywork invoices, using a combination of artificial intelligence and human expertise, fundamental changes are about
to take place. The goal: Fewer checks and faster, even more transparent processing.

THANKS TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE,
WE CAN ACHIEVE 80% OF THE TOTAL
SAVINGS BY CHECKING ONLY 20% OF
THE INVOICES.

Homo sapiens is capable of colossal achievements. When
it comes to creation, communication, flexibility and problem
solving, no technology will be able to outshine the species
too quickly. However, we have our limits when it comes to
processing large amounts of information within a short period
of time. In terms of collecting, structuring and analyzing data,

STRENGTH IN DEPTH

artificial intelligence is by far superior. Which is exactly what

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE PREDICTIVE
MODEL

it was created for. Hardly surprising then, that we at ControlExpert are absorbed by the quest to identify the claims pro-

However, increased savings for the insurers in the ove-

cess areas in which AI can offer useful added value. Invoice

rall process is only one outcome of the in-depth exa-

FOR INSURERS

auditing, for instance, has emerged as an extremely impor-

mination using the predictive model. Automated trou-

■

Time savings through AI analysis

tant area in this context. The reason being that not only the

bleshooting based on AI is also entirely in the interest

■

Structured data and the possibility of

ability to create is distinctively human, but also the ability to

of the workshops. It saves them the disproportiona-

make mistakes. Errors in workshop invoices cannot be avoi-

tely laborious correction of incidental amounts in the

■

Automated payment processes

ded. Different levels of information, volatility, time pressure,

accounting department as well as the time-consum-

■

Lower auditing fees

misunderstandings – there are many reasons why mistakes

ing processing of complaints. The use of the latest

■

Higher implementation rate

technology thus leads to simplification, acceleration

can creep in. What is decisive is how to deal with them. It is
understandably in the interest of the insurers to find these
errors. And the best way to do this is without 100% auditing
being necessary. Some insurers try to solve the problem by

straight-through processing

Figure 1: In the random model, invoices are checked without any selection criteria. In the rule model, the insurer
defines criteria for invoice verification (e.g. extent of damage). In the predictive model, AI identifies the invoices
with the greatest saving potential. The total savings potential can be leveraged with much less effort using the
predictive model.

and greater transparency at this point in the claims

FOR CLAIMANTS

process. But not just that. The knowledge that the

■

Faster claims settlement

superiority of this technology reliably and precisely

■

Increased confidence in insurance and repair shops

not checking smaller invoices, where the supposed savings

leads to optimal results for all the parties involved

do not appear to justify the auditing efforts. This approach is

also strengthens mutual trust. An almost human trait

FOR REPAIR SHOPS

of artificial intelligence.

■

Reduced accounting work

■

Easily understandable complaints

■

Fast feedback & daily payment

based on the assumption that the savings rate after checking
large invoices is higher than after checking smaller invoices.
However, the analysis of millions of data records shows that

TARGETED IN-DEPTH TESTING THANKS TO
AI MODULE

this cannot be generalized in this way. Other insurers lowered the auditing rate to avoid compromising the good rela-

The knowledge garnered through intensive training of the algorithm resulted

tionship with workshops – which naturally has a negative im-

in a new product: the predictive model. Using the predictive model, the AI

pact on possible savings. So far, none of these solutions has

module identifies, for example, which 20% of invoices have the highest sav-

led to truly satisfactory results.

ings potential. Reducing the number of test cases obviously offers advan-

CHECK LESS, FIND MORE ERRORS

tages.

It has now become clear that if 100% of the invoices are

WITH AN IDENTICAL AUDIT BUDGET, THE PREDICTIVE MODEL CAN ACHIEVE HIGHER SAVINGS
THAN THE TRADITIONAL DOCUMENT AUDIT

checked, the savings potential can be fully exploited – but the

(Calculation example for an insurance company with a 1% market share; approximately 12,500 invoices – motor vehicle liability only,

auditing effort is also 100%. Including error-free invoices, of

excluding total losses and fictitious invoicing)

course. The decisive question is therefore: How can you find

5,360

out which invoices contain errors? When we looked into this
and analyzed the available data, we discovered the following
statistical fact: 20% of the invoices contain 80% of the total
savings. But how do you find the crucial 20%? The answer:
with the help of artificial intelligence, i.e. adaptive algorithms.
Artificial intelligence is able to filter out the invoices with the
highest savings potential based on existing data sets and a
wide range of parameters. As the quality of the algorithm in-

“On the basis of millions of audits performed, we
have established that not only the quality of the
audit is decisive for the overall result, but also the
documents reviewed. Our AI masters this qualitative pre-selection more efficiently than any human
being or any set of rules.”

8,000

€X

IN-DEPTH
EXAMINATION

AUDITING
BUDGET

ca. 67%

OK

ca. 33%

2,640

€ 420K
NET SAVING

NOT OK

creases, so too does the quality of the results. This model
can be illustrated by means of a ROC curve (see Figure 1).

ANDREAS DECKER,
Head of Operations at ControlExpert

€X

AUDITING
BUDGET
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AI MODULE
12,500

ca. 80%
OK

INVOICES

ca. 20%

2,500

IN-DEPTH
EXAMINATION

2,250

€ 585K
NET SAVING

NOT OK
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TIRE
SERVICES
POSTMASTER® & TIRE PROCESS

Once the tire process has been selected at the PostMaster® starting level, the requisite order
data (vehicle model, license plate, etc.) and notes can be entered.

The respective tire model is then selected by accessing the tire database. As soon as the order
has been completed, it is automatically forwarded for checking or approval.

„We have been fully convinced by the use of the maintenance management process that has become established on the market, the accelerated
approvals and the automation in the maintenance team.“
OLIVER BIEHL, Director Maintenance & Damage, Sixt Leasing

„In the follow-up to the introduction of maintenance and claims processes, we are now
offering our customers a fully digitized tire
process via PostMaster® – incidentally, the
only one on the market that works not only
for tire retail chains but also for car dealers.“
PHILIPP HAAC,
Head of Fleets & Leasing at ControlExpert

MASTER OF COMMUNICATIONS
LATEST ADDITION: POSTMASTER® TIRE PROCESS

PostMaster® ensures enormous time and costs savings for all integrated service

In record time from 0 to 100. Since it was launched eight years ago, PostMaster®, the

providers through standardized paperless communications. Repair shops can

web-based communication platform for digital networking in the automotive industry,

create costs estimates, pictures, invoices and expert reports, as always, in the

has led the way in claims and maintenance processing – and at the same time revo-

The latest PostMaster® enhancement allows digital tire processing to be carried out

in-house dealer management system, and send them in packages to their insur-

lutionized the German automotive industry in the after-sales sector. More than 7,000

between leasing companies and tire dealers or repair shops. Earlier, when the tires of a

ance and leasing partners as well as to major customers. All parties also benefit

repair shops and almost all insurance and leasing companies operating in Germany are

leased vehicle needed to be checked, and possibly replaced, the process was largely

from advantages such as prompt and binding approvals before repairs begin,

already benefiting from the numerous advantages. And the customer base continues

conducted by telephone, email or the widest variety of software tools. With PostMaster®,

increased liquidity through faster payment, and item-level reporting.

to grow. In 2019 alone, more than 1,000 car dealers and repair shops joined the digital

the process is now carried out directly via the PostMaster® platform or interface to your

process. Over the past two years, numerous companies have opted to use PostMaster®,

own system. It couldn‘t be more convenient, which is also evident from the Customer

above all in the leasing sector. Opel Leasing and Porsche Financial Services, for examp-

Journey. Stefan Kollek, Product Manager at ControlExpert: “The idea of implementing

le, have been using the platform for their digital maintenance management since the

a tire process had been on our minds for quite some time. A concrete customer inquiry

end of 2018. In 2019, Volkswagen’s “multi-brand” leasing, among others, was added.

ultimately led us to make digital tire processing possible relatively quickly. This gives re-

Following successful cooperation with leading leasing companies such as Arval, Lease-

pair shops that already use PostMaster® an additional option. Leasing companies, which

plan, Deutsche Leasing and Athlon, PostMaster® is increasingly becoming the industry

often work with their own operating system, use the same features via an interface”.

standard for manufacturers as well. Sixt Leasing also came on board as a new customer

CE’s PostMaster® success story has definitely benefited from the tire process.

in 2019.

„TIRE PROCESS“ CUSTOMER JOURNEY
New tires required
(wear, damage, ... )

Trip to authorized
tire dealer

Has new tires and can
safely continue driving

Lessee

Checks tires

Applies for
tire approval

Retreads tires

Issues invoice

Receives payment

Invoice auditing

Invoice payment

Tire dealer/
Repair shop

Leasing
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CE PROFILE: How satisfied are your customers with digital claims
processing so far?
KLAUS PROBST: Our customers are often initially surprised that
the insurance company responds so quickly and personally when
they submit a claim. The active approach and offer of support is of
course very well received.

CE PROFILE: What are your expectations in regard to other
company processes?
KLAUS PROBST: No less than a general rethink in claims regulation. Away from reactive behavior, towards taking active control of
the claims process. This begins with direct contact by telephone.

CE PROFILE: What significance will the new technologies and
artificial intelligence have for the claims process of the future?
KLAUS PROBST: I don‘t think it‘s possible to overstate the importance. These technologies offer great opportunities for insurance
companies. Not actively addressing the issue now will lead to a
struggle with dwindling competitiveness in the future. We are
therefore all the happier to have a partner like ControlExpert who
supports us in the use of artificial intelligence, for example in the
field of automatic image recognition, which the company itself developed.

CE PROFILE: What conclusion can you draw from the cooperation
Interview: Michael Kubijowicz, Key Account Manager at ControlExpert, Klaus Probst, Head of Composite Claims and Reinsurance at Die Bayerische Insurance Company

THROUGH THE THE
CUSTOMER‘S EYES
„BAYERISCHE“ WAY

with ControlExpert so far?
KLAUS PROBST: We are highly satisfied. ControlExpert is very
innovative, sets precedents, and is always ready to try out new
things together with its customers.

Artificial intelligence can do a lot – but not everything. Not just our technological solutions, but also our specialist expertise, the result of many years of work,
our employees’ wealth of experience and our personal approach and support are
significant components of what we offer. As a result, the traditional “Bayerische
Beamten Versicherung AG” insurance group (Die Bayerische), headquartered in
Munich, not only relies on technologies as part of a pilot project in the field of
motor vehicle claim triaging but, above all, on ControlExpert’s immense store of
know-how. CE PROFILE interview with Klaus Probst, Head of Composite Claims

NEWS FROM THE ISLAND

and Reinsurance at Die Bayerische:
One of our customers in the UK has demonstrated its perfect

Zurich the perfect opportunity to use technologies such as

CE PROFILE: What goal is Bayerische aiming to achieve by partnering with

trust in ControlExpert and outsourced its entire Motor Engi-

EasyClaim, and minimize the operating costs associated with

ControlExpert?

neering Unit to us. Zurich Insurance has asked ControlExpert

claims processing. Collaborating with ControlExpert will also

to use the combination of technology and expertise to cut

enable Zurich to implement new technologies that will further

KLAUS PROBST: We want to process claims that are subject to specific regula-

claims costs while at the same time reducing approval and pro-

improve the efficiency of the claims process and reduce the

tions quickly and unbureaucratically. From contacting the claimant to payment and

cessing times. By means of machine learning, we were able to

need for manual intervention.

repair. It’s not primarily a question of integrating technologies into our process-

increase automation and reduce the average repair costs.

es, but above all of using ControlExpert‘s expertise for process optimization. As
already mentioned, this begins with contacting the insured in the event of a claim.

The agreement stipulates that ControlExpert approve all repairs
directly with the repair shops. We also take care of total loss
claims, which includes direct interaction with Zurich policy

CE PROFILE: In which areas does the collaboration apply?

holders on behalf of the insurance company. The decision to
work with ControlExpert and outsource this area has given

KLAUS PROBST: We work together with ControlExpert in the motor vehicle claims
segment, where we not only handle motor liability but also comprehensive insurance claims.
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STEP BY STEP
TO HAPPY CUSTOMERS

CREATED FOR THE CUSTOMERS: ALLIANZ DIRECT

True to our motto of “Expand Your Vision, Uncover New Technologies” we have redesigned our
claims process in line with our vision and technological possibilities.

As one of the first underwriters to do so, the newly founded Allianz

CE are first compared with the cost estimates of the repair shops.

Direct insurance company has been offering its customers mobile

The reason for this is the excellent performance of the repair shop

and digital claims processing with integrated artificial intelligence

network, and the wish to integrate the repair shop partners in pro-

since the end of 2019. Automatic image recognition plays a central

cess development. The time pressure involved in exactly mapping

role in the new process. Rollout took place in Germany and the

out each single step of the process from beginning to end is also

Netherlands in October 2019. Italy and Spain are to follow in 2020.

eliminated, because the agile process management makes adjust-

In less than eight months, a completely new and ground-breaking

ments and further optimization possible at any time. This also al-

claims process based on the costumer journey was set up in co-

lows country-specific requirements and legal specifications to be

operation with ControlExpert. It differs from the process depicted in

taken into account during process development.

the diagram in that the cost estimates automatically generated by

„As an insurer, we are entirely focused on the needs of our customers. A high
degree of automation and new technologies allow us to set up qualitatively
excellent processes that keep the customers promptly and transparently informed and quickly help them with their issues. We developed Allianz Direct
within a short space of time. With the support of ControlExpert, we made innovations readily available, and can support our customers with greater speed
and convenience in the claims process.“
BART SCHLATMANN, CEO Allianz Direct

1

4

An accident occurs. The claimant informs
her or his insurance company or agency.

Artificial intelligence at ControlExpert
analyzes the images and detects the
extent of the damage.

2

5

The claimant receives a link from the
insurance company/agency to submit
the claim.

The claimant receives the calculation and
can decide between repair or payment. If
the decision is made to offer a cash settle-

3

6

The claimant photographs the damage
and uploads the photos as instructed.

If a decision is made in favor of a repair,
the repair shops are selected automatically. The claimant can select the repair
workshop of their choice out of this list.

ment, the calculated amount is transferred

10

Repair shop sends invoice to ControlExpert for approval.
CE’s AI checks the invoice and initiates automated payment. Insurance company pays the amount that is due

11

Vehicle is quickly returned to end customer, repair costs
promptly transferred to the repair shop, insurance company/
agency achieves high customer satisfaction.

to the repair shop.

to the claimant’s account.

„The newly established claims process ensures that we can keep our
eye on customers’ interests at all times – and they on the needs of their
customers.“
JÖRG BREUER, Head of Sales and Authorized Signatory at ControlExpert

7

The repair shop receives the order with all
the relevant data, so that the parts can be
ordered.
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8

The repair shop adds repair costs where
required. ControlExpert checks the repair
shop request and approves repair.

9

Vehicle is repaired.
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DIGITAL DAMAGE PROCESSING

PROCESS DIAGRAM

A major time and cost factor in claims settlement awaits
insurers right at the beginning of the process: the
preparation of an expert opinion by an on-site expert.
ControlExpert‘s digital claims process makes this step obsolete.
“HELLO?! MY CAR HAS BEEN DAMAGED!”
If the body has been damaged in an accident, the claimant will in most cases report
this to his/her insurance company by telephone. A claim handler answers the call and
records all the requisite data. He receives damage photos from the claimant and then
decides how to proceed depending on the facts of the case: Is it possible to make an
assessment based on the photos, or does an expert need to be sent to assess the situation? There is basically nothing to be said against a good assessment by the claim
handler. However, there is even more reason to rely on information, expertise and technology at this point, rather than on estimates. “We offer insurers the option of sending

claims
adjuster

(optional)

A NEW LIGHT ON DAMAGE
Loss
event

Payout (automatically
initiated)

on-site assessment

3-7 DAYS

€

New
claim filed

Determination
of the amount
of damage

Proposal:
Repair or cash
settlement

2 MIN. – 2 HOURS
ControlExpert
„By using automatic image recognition, ERGO provides
customers with a quick and easy way to settle claims.
These services can save time and processing costs. Important preliminary information is also already available
for any claims assessments required, which again means a speed advantage for customers and experts alike.
Customers need prompt information on the extent of the
damage, and then simple and transparent settlement
processes.“

Repair (automatically
initiated)

AI examination (and, where applicable, car expert)

us all claims, both large and small, as a matter of principle. On the basis of the damage
photos and, if required, specific inquiries to the claimant, we can decide how the claim

KARIN BRANDL,

should be settled. This makes it easy to avoid costs for claim handlers, claims adjusters

Head of Damage Division, ERGO

Cost calculation based on the damage photos taken by the claimant on
site shortens the compilation of an
expert opinion from 3-7 days to

and lawyers. The basic prerequisite for this are the pictures,” says Daniel Klima, product
manager at ControlExpert, describing the starting point of the newly established pro-

2 MIN. – 2 HOURS

cess.

HONEY, SEND ME A PHOTO

of course. And all this happens within a very short time period. “Digital
claims processing offers several positive aspects to the claimant. Firstly,

In this process, the claimant takes photos following easily understandable specifications

there is the time factor, of course. Secondly, the claimant also feels that

– not only of the damage itself, but also of the vehicle and vehicle registration certifica-

she or he is an important part of the process, instead of just being the

te. She or he then sends them directly to ControlExpert via an automatically generated

recipient of a message, as was the case previously. The claimant takes

link. Here, the photos are all screened by automatic image recognition. The vehicle

the photos, actively makes decisions and is always up to date on the

identification number and license plates are compared with each other. A self-learning

latest situation. In this way, a crash that essentially is an unpleasant ex-

algorithm analyses the image information of the damage, using millions of existing da-

perience can suddenly turn into an unexpectedly pleasant experience”,

mage data and, on this basis, generates a reliable expert report: the new generation of

says Daniel Klima, commenting on the customer loyalty potential. Digital

expertises. In unclear or complicated cases, the image data is sent to the vehicle experts

claims processing, for example, not only offers the insurer time and cost

at ControlExpert for human inspection. In cases where the AI cannot (yet) make any

savings, but also the chance to increase customer satisfaction and pro-

headway, the expert steps in with his or her expertise, usually acquired over a matter

mote its services. In times when an insurance company can be changed

of decades. For comparison: The preparation of the expert opinion by an on-site claims

with a single click, transparent and prompt processing from data collec-

adjuster takes between three and seven days from the time of the order to completion.

tion to payment or repair is of enormous importance. The course for this

In no case does remote diagnosis take more than two hours. Once the expert report has

is set at an early stage: with the decision for digital solutions.

The integration of automatic
image recognition into the
claims process allows

800 K

vehicle inspections to be carried
out digitally by the driver instead
of by an expert.
The majority of
claimants report their
accident damage by

TELEPHONE

€200 MILLION
Savings potential

to the insurance
company or agency.

been drawn up, a set of rules adapted to the respective insurer takes effect: Depending
on parameters such as damage amount and vehicle age, the damage can be paid out
automatically on a fictitious basis. Alternatively, a suitable repair shop is recommended
to the claimant and a repair appointment immediately suggested – also automatically,

„The technology is ready for action, like a fullycharged luxury sports car outside your door. All you
have to do is get in and start the engine to enjoy
comfort and speed.“

AUTOMATIC IMAGE RECOGNITION INSIDE

Easily integrated
into websites
and apps

DANIEL KLIMA, Product Manager at ControlExpert
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DR. FLORIAN PALLAS,

KONSTANTIN LUKASCHENKO,

MARIE-KRISTIN GREIFF,

Director of Product Management

Senior Software Developer

Delivery Manager

MARIE-KRISTIN GREIFF: “Thanks to conMARIE-KRISTIN GREIFF: “When you start a

tinuous delivery and coordination, we are

project like this, it only works if really everyone

CE PROFILE: How
did these teams work,
how were they put
together?

is motivated and takes responsibility for thinking and acting. We all had, or have, a common
goal. The teams have organized themselves
independently to achieve it. On our side, the
Development, Delivery Management, Project

able to respond to change requests and

CE PROFILE: There
are surely changes in
the course of such a
new product development.

implement them at any time without any
complications. Allianz, for example, had
initially planned to set up an internationally standardized process. When it became apparent at a much later stage of

Management, AI Services, Operations and Re-

the process that there were significant dif-

search & Development Departments were in-

ferences between the markets, we were

volved.”

quickly able to make the requisite adjustments.“

AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

GROWING TOGETHER

CE PROFILE: What
does this look like in
everyday work?

KONSTANTIN LUKASCHENKO: “Of course we

KONSTANTIN LUKASCHENKO: “You have to understand the work

were often on site, especially in the early days.

on the project as an ongoing process that is virtually never finished.

But even when we weren‘t, the teams were

There’s no such thing as “finished.” It‘s all in flux, you can intervene

basically in constant contact with each other.

at any time. We have launched the smallest product possible onto

Mainly via a web-based messaging service,

the market and can now decide where extensions make sense.“

which allowed all authorized persons access to
all topics and discussions at all times. As a result, communication with each other was much
faster, more open and direct than per email, for
example.”

MARIE-KRISTIN GREIFF: “Absolutely not.

Agile working has been on the agenda in companies for many years

We would probably still be in the middle of

now, and is also a hotly discussed topic in the insurance industry. In man-

FLORIAN PALLAS: “We had the first workshop

FLORIAN PALLAS: “The relationships are gen-

agement workshops, employee training courses, meetings and memos,

on this topic in May 2019. We looked at the ini-

erally very trusting, intensive and also harmonious. Everyone knows

tial claims process and set up a new one, asking

what it is all about and develops an understanding for their counterpart.

ourselves at each point which side could con-

This mindset made decision-making much faster.”

everything revolves around agile methods for increasing quality, while at
the same time ensuring faster and more cost-effective project processes. When it comes to implementing what has been learned, terms are
often misunderstood and misused – and consequently lose their original

CE PROFILE: How
do you start a project
using agile methods?

tribute what to optimizing the process in the
interests of the end customer.”

meaning. This process begins by finding a common understanding of

contract negotiations.”

CE PROFILE: Would it
have been possible to
implement the project
using the traditional
waterfall method?

FLORIAN PALLAS: “As I mentioned before, our first meeting was in May 2019.
We went live on October 10. That would
not have been possible with waterfall.”

what agility means. Agile working does not simply mean implementing

KONSTANTIN LUKASCHENKO: “The atmo-

FLORIAN PALLAS: “Of course speed plays a

projects rapidly and flexibly, and thus entering the market all the more

sphere was very open from the start. You sit

role if you want to create a new insurance pol-

KONSTANTIN LUKASCHENKO: “Setting

quickly. It is actually about creating a common mindset among everyone

down at the table and say: This is what we want;

icy from scratch in just under six months. But not

a goal, locking yourself into the base-

involved in the process, about how to cooperate with each other to cre-

what can you do? Let‘s see, bit by bit, how we

ate added value in line with market requirements as efficiently as possi-

could get there. It‘s not possible otherwise.”

ble. The widely known agile basic values and principles serve as guide-

CE PROFILE: Speed
appears to be a critical
factor.

at any price. The goal of developing the best

ment, and presenting a result after a few

possible product for the end customer is al-

weeks or months – how would that work in this case? To achieve a

ways at the center of our attention. The periods

high-quality result in such a short time, you need agile processes

lines. If you succeed in living this approach, the methods of agile project

between new developments and coordination

and the requisite instruments. We worked with dailies, two-week

management offer a wide range of advantages.

consultations were kept extremely short as a

sprints and demo days to keep the exchange between us and the

result”.

customer as lively as possible.”

AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN PRACTICE

KONSTANTIN LUKASCHENKO: “Exactly. We

To demonstrate more clearly and tangibly how this can be achieved in
practice, we talked to CE employees who were involved in the Allianz
Direct development process (see Page 17). Marie-Kristin Greiff (Delivery
Manager), Florian Pallas (Director Product Management) and Konstantin
Lukaschenko (Senior Software Developer) provided us with answers to

CE PROFILE: Meaning
there were no work or
time schedules at all in
the beginning?

KONSTANTIN LUKASCHENKO: “We had new

only had one thing: a very strong vision. Name-

releases several times a day, and consequently

ly, the development of a new insurance policy

also new features that were tested and used. An important point of the

based on a new type of claims processing. We

agile working approach is the continuous development and delivery of

defined automatic loss detection as a main fea-

products and/or product features.”

ture, and worked our way from there in small
teams, bit by bit.”

pressing questions.
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WHY AGILE?
In the previous interview, our colleagues made it clear how agile work

approach affects core values such as transparency, benefits, adaptability

not only contributed, and still contributes, to the success of a specific

and risk. For example, the risk of a joint project failing can be drasti-

project, but also made it possible in the first place. To demonstrate why

cally reduced by means of an agile approach, as goals or concepts that

we at ControlExpert rely on agility as a matter of principle, we draw the

may require adjustment due to the influence of external factors can be

following comparison between agile and traditional project manage-

corrected at any time during regular consultations. And there are other

ment. Four methods selected as examples quickly show how the agile

reasons as well:

Traditional development
Agile development

TRANSPARENCY

BENEFITS / ADDED VALUE

We talk as often as possible to the requisitioners, for

We deliver an operable minimal solution very quickly,

example our customer, and keep them informed of the

and add further modules or functions as soon as they

latest developments at least every 14 days. In this way,

are ready. Value is therefore added from the very

new planning and prioritization is possible at any time,

beginning, and not just when the entire project has

and dead-end developments can be avoided.

been completed.

ADAPTABILITY

RISK

In the case of the waterfall method, people are reluctant

Waterfall projects harbor the risk that it only becomes clear

They all started at ControlExpert in 2019! More than 100 new colleagues in all – although not all of them are in the pho-

to accept changes that could alter the planned course of

upon their completion whether or not the requirements (at

to. Automotive experts, product managers, trainees, software developers, key account managers, agile coaches, data

the project once the planning phase has been completed.

the time of delivery, not planning!) have been met. If they

managers, student assistants, controllers, data scientists and so many more. They contributed a wide range of skills to

Agile projects remain adaptable from the first day to the

haven’t, the whole project could be considered a failure.

support and strengthen the colorful ControlExpert team. We are constantly growing and always looking for new talent

last, so that they can always react to changing objectives,

The risk of this happening in agile projects is substantially

– one of the reasons we established the Recommendation Manager in 2019. This tool allows our employees to share

environmental influences or customer specifications.

lower, for the three reasons mentioned above: Permanent

vacancies that have been posted and thus recruit acquaintances and friends. We are already looking forward to the new

transparency, early application of completed increments

additions next year, and wish everyone a good start at ControlExpert!

WHAT DO THE
PEOPLE IN THIS
PHOTO HAVE IN
COMMON?

and continuous adaptability to changing conditions.
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PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

CONTINUITY
THROUGH CHANGE
The speed at which digitization and technological progress are changing our world is breathtaking. But along
with the new possibilities come new demands on existing structures and processes. This also affects the area
of product management.

To draw closer to our vision of a damage that is compensated worldwide,

road map. In future, they will also manage the Profit & Loss, Legal and

fairly and on the same day, we have implemented new structures in product

Marketing Departments with strong leadership and refined communica-

management. We have reoriented our product teams and solutions based

tion skills. “The goal is to turn our product managers into product CEOs

on the claims process for motorists, our customers’ needs, and our decla-

who not only take full responsibility for the product but also enjoy full

red goal of always establishing the best and most innovative product on

authority over it,” says Dr. Florian Pallas, Director of Product Manage-

the market. All decisions are focused on the product and the related prod-

ment at ControlExpert.

uct culture. As a result, we are able to constantly monitor whether or not our
customers are satisfied with the product, whether new needs are arising from

FAIL FAST, LEARN FAST

trends and, above all, whether the previous orientation is reflected in the
product‘s success. An important starting point was the development of individ-

The changeover to the new structure is showing results. A new culture

ual product visions as well as a clear and compelling strategy developed by

of experimentation has been established within a very short time. The

our product managers in cooperation with the stakeholders.

benefits of new developments and features are evaluated in experi-

AGILE WORK THROUGH CLEAR SEPARATION

ments on the basis of data. This means: Work and experimentation are
very agile, things are simply tried out, “just done” and tested. Whatever
works, is adopted, whatever does not work, serves as a learning expe-

To guarantee the range of solutions along our customers’ motor vehicle claims

rience. True to the motto of: Fail fast, learn fast. In the end, only features

value chain, the area of product management, among others, was restruc-

that have a verifiable added value for the defined success factors are

tured. The areas of technology, product design and delivery management are

released.

now clearly separated. The processes run parallel to each other, without inter-

This not only promotes product development, our customers also ben-

ruption, which eliminates prioritization conflicts and leads to greater respon-

efit from our delivery management, as delivery and implementation can

siveness and quality growth.

be completed much more quickly. So it is already clear that we are drawing a little closer to our vision through the restructuring measures.

TEAM TECHNOLOGY
Provides the technological basis as reusable
components, transfers innovations and features.

TEAM PRODUCT LINES

ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT SYTEM
Value-enhancing products with a clear vision
Shorter development cycles and rapid learning
through experimentation
Earlier and continuous value creation through
“Continuous Delivery”
Goal-oriented road map focused on added
value for the customer (no prioritization conflicts)

Packs the technologies and features into products
and adds functionalities such as rules and reports.

“The reorientation of our product management was the next step required
to position ourselves correctly for the
future. Experimentation is at the heart
of this process, with the aim of being
able to make data-supported product
decisions.”

TEAM DELIVERY
Configures, develops and implements
products based on customer requirements.

FROM PRODUCT MANAGER TO PRODUCT CEO

„ControlExpert offers us a comprehensive portfolio
for many processes in the claims area. The intelligent services for detailed process steps enable us to
maintain our high quality standards and also to react
quickly and flexibly to new developments.”

This clear separation as a result of the transformation has also changed the
DR. FLORIAN PALLAS,

duties of the company’s product managers. In the new structure, they bear

PETER BOECKER,

Director Product Management

end-to-end responsibility, from product vision to performance measurement.

Head of the Central Property/

at ControlExpert

They independently prioritize the further development of their product solu-

Liability and Comprehensive Claims Department, DEVK

tions based on their in-depth understanding of market trends, customers and
competition. And they are also responsible for the design of a target-oriented
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AI AND NATURE

NATURAL
MODELS

„Nature is always right, and
most profoundly so where
we least understand it.“
JOHANN WOLFGANG GOETHE

Ants are known for their unimaginable power and energy output in
relation to their size, as well as for their architectural skills. It is

1. Some-

not so widely known that they serve as a model for the traffic

one needs to

of the future. The representatives of the Formicidae family

know where to go.

from the order of hymenoptera have special abilities when
it comes to finding their orientation on unknown terrain.

2. The distance to the nearest
neighbor must always remain the same.

Anyone who has ever admired an ant trail has no doubt
asked themselves how the insects manage to find

Drones, autonomous cars, unmanned
long-distance trains – robots have long
since made their way into everyday life.
When it comes to the question of the
rules by which these vehicles will move
and communicate with each other in the
future, we can learn a lot from nature.

“From high-speed trains to swimsuits, nature has furnished us with models for design and innovation. The
innovations that await us in the future are beyond our
imagination. We would be well advised not to destroy
this priceless treasure chest, because even the tiniest of
tiny worms could change the world.”
DR. DAVID HECKER,
Data Scientist at ControlExpert

In regard to the first rule, it was found that even a very

the shortest route between their home and a sour-

small percentage of “informed” birds is sufficient to lead a

ce of food. To do this, the temperate climate species

flock to its destination. Researchers and developers are work-

uses scents above all: in their search for food, they
swarm out in all directions, marking their paths with pheromones. Once they have found food, they retrace their steps

ing intensively on the question of how this information can be
shared between self-driving cars. Must all the information be communicated? Is just a part of it sufficient? How can it be transmitted to

and, in this way, strengthen the spoor. The next ants follow the

obtain a “safe swarm”? The question is, therefore, about how information

strongest pheromone trail – and within a very short time a densely frequented path is

recorded by a vehicle equipped with networked communication technol-

formed. The use of scents in road traffic does not promise too much success, however.

ogy can be passed on to other vehicles in the vicinity, long before a dri-

But if phosphorescent dyes were used instead of scents, the situation would be quite

ver notices anything. Cars can thus share their collective knowledge and

different: a route could be defined for autonomous vehicles in this way. An approach

disseminate information almost in real time to make it easier for human

that could play a role in the traffic planning of the future.

drivers to take action to avoid problems before they occur, for example,

ON HOT SAND

in a traffic jam that is potentially kilometers long. A heavily loaded truck
knows when it is approaching a hill thanks to digital maps and satellite
navigation. The truck’s AI can consequently calculate when the vehicle

The relatives of the European ants who live in the African desert have to find other solu-

will slow down. This information on the traffic status is shared with other

tions, as fragrances evaporate immediately in the heat. They rely on the sky for orienta-

road users, whereupon they automatically adjust the distance to the ve-

tion, but above all on their memory and algorithms. When a desert ant leaves its home in

hicle in front, thus complying with the second rule of swarm safety. To

search of food, it remembers every step and every turn on its journey. It counts its steps

avoid being unjust to anyone at this point, it should be mentioned that

and thus unerringly finds the small hole in the ground, its front door, from a distance of

the behavior of fish and honey bees has also played and continues to

up to several hundred meters. To find out how orientation works under changed condi-

play an important role in the development of AI for communication be-

tions, researchers in an experiment lifted the swarming ants out of the trail and set them

tween drones and self-driving cars. And who knows what else we will be

down again a little further on to confuse them. The insects began to work their way

able to learn from other creatures? In the field of bioacoustics, for exam-

back – using an extremely efficient search algorithm aimed at searching the widest area

ple, researchers have discovered that plants can communicate with each

of terrain possible while covering the shortest distances possible, thus saving energy.

other via cracking sounds produced in their roots. Bumblebees, which

Within a very short time, the ants found their way back to their homes despite the ad-

are considered the only animals with mathematical abilities, solve the

verse conditions. These findings were used, among other things, in the programming of

traveling salesman problem, i.e. the task of keeping the distance as small

Mars probes. The ants’ tracks therefore not only lead to the roads, but also into space.

as possible on a return tour of a certain number of stations, in a way that

But the orientation skills of other animals are no less impressive.

would take days for today’s supercomputers. Dolphins communicate by

SWARM INTELLIGENCE

ultrasound, the elephantnose fish uses electrical sensing to find its orientation in murky waters, the black firebeetle can detect forest fires at a
distance of 80 km with its infrared sensory organs – fire detectors have

Up till now, the relationship between cars and birds has largely been limited to vehicle
paintwork being damaged by their droppings. The age of autonomous, self-driving cars
will add a whole new chapter to this common history. The reason: The proponents of

already been modeled on it. So there is no lack of role models.

GROW AND PROSPER

autonomous driving will not be able to avoid dealing with flocks of birds. It is no coincidence that connected cars are also referred to as swarming robots. But what exactly can

Advances are constantly made in leaps and bounds thanks, among other

a group of wild geese, for example, teach us about the autonomization of road traffic?

things, to insights gained from the animal and plant world. Nevertheless,
however impressive the progress of the new technologies might be, the

Flocks of birds are not only fascinatingly beautiful, but also astonishing in terms of their

experts agree that more research is required. Dr. Joseph Reger, CTO

consistency. At least to the layman. Experts, of course, know how it is possible for hun-

of Fujitsu Germany, believes that “Artificial intelligence is still a delicate

dreds of animals to fly apparently synchronously with each other, adjusting direction,

blossom, but it will mature quickly, and become a powerful tool.” And this

altitude and speed without colliding with each other. An appealing scenario, especially

too, with the help of Mother Nature.

in road traffic. To do this, the swarm only has to follow two rules:
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OUR
FUTURE
JOBS
In the age of digitization, more
and more professions are becoming extinct, new ones are
being added. There‘s no doubt
that in just a few years, the
world will be teeming with 3D
print experts, cloud engineers
and content creators. But what
are the jobs of the future, say in
20, 30 years?

How we work at
ControlExpert today:
When it comes to finding a new job, Jannike Stoehr has

true values and valuable information from the white noi-

them in certain areas. As researchers predict a growing

quite a few stories up her sleeve. The 32 year-old blog-

se created by 2.5 exabytes of data produced by humans

trend toward smaller, more adaptable companies, larger

ger and book author has been working intensively on the

every day.

companies and non-profit organizations will soon have to

topic of “New Work” since she quit her job as a human resources consultant at VW six years ago. “A personal crisis

SCAN ME

AI PSYCHOLOGIST

forced me to close this chapter and open up a new one.”

figure out how to behave vis-à-vis their much smaller competitors. This could be helped by an organizational disrupter, who repeatedly introduces some seemingly chaotic

She proved that she was successful with her book “Mein

“A computer goes to a psychologist...” – sounds like a joke,

changes into a company to encourage creativity, risk ta-

Traumjob Experiment” (My Dream Job Experiment), pub-

but it is becoming increasingly relevant. As the huge vol-

king, cooperation and innovation.

lished in 2016, which made it straight onto the bestseller

umes of data in computers continue to increase in size,

list of Manager Magazin. For her first book, she tested 30

including data on human behavior, the dynamics behind AI

different jobs within one year to find out what gives her

developments also continue to grow. AI machines are be-

momentum, where her strengths and weaknesses lie,

coming more and more human. It is very likely that they will

Technology development is progressing so quickly that

what her vocation is. In her current project “Thirty Jobs

need support in overcoming technical problems caused by

quite a few companies find difficulties in keeping up with

of the Future”, she takes a look at the working world that

thinking for themselves. Human beings will therefore need

it. On the one hand, there are the enormous, constantly

might develop within a few years. Together with futurolo-

to intervene to maintain the emotional and psychological

growing technical possibilities, on the other hand, there

gists, forward thinkers and pioneers, she sifts through the

well-being of the technology. Machines will need engi-

are the natural limitations of human capabilities. A Chief

most diverse models – and tries them out directly. Until

neers for their “mind”. AI psychologists will have a dual un-

Productivity Officer ensures that employees keep up with

her experiences and findings are available in book form,

derstanding of psychology and technology to ensure that

digital transformation by ensuring they remain open and

you can find out about the current status of the project at

future supercomputers remain mentally fit.

adaptable to change. The CPO, for example, sees to it that

jannikestoehr.de.

AVATAR DESIGNER

PRODUCTIVITY OPTIMIZER

employees receive targeted support and training. She or
he also manages the company’s collaborative software to
ensure that the most effective processes are used when-

Inspired by Jannike’s commitment, we too have set out to
find professions which, according to current assessments

Today already, people are spending more and more time in

ever technology services and human resources interact

and developments, could be widespread in a few decades.

virtual worlds. No wonder, since they are full of possibilities

with each other.

QUANTUM DATA ANALYST

that cannot (yet) be found in the real world. The interaction
with virtual beings, in particular, is immensely attractive. Fu-

DRONE MANAGER

turologists assume that this interaction will become so im-

“Where exactly automation will take us can at best only be estimated
today. This makes it all the more important to remain attentive, inquisitive and curious – and to become involved in the process. As technology
progresses, the significance of the “human factor” will also increase.
Emotions, empathy and social skills cannot be digitized.”
NILS DE ROP, Head of Human Resources at ControlExpert
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Even though we present-day humans do not yet know

portant to people that avatar designers will bring them into

It can be assumed that drones will be widely used for glob-

enough about how exactly quantum mechanics, i.e. the

being. In other words, they will develop robotic or holo-

al delivery services in the future. They will be used instead

concept of nature at the smallest level of atoms and sub-

graphic avatars with which humans will surround them-

of trucks to deliver parcels, could drastically reduce CO2

atomic particles, can be used in the computer world, there

selves in real life as if they were flesh and blood. These

emissions, and take more vehicles off the roads. However,

is broad consensus that quantum computing is the future.

avatars can then take any desired form: human, animal or

they need specialists to operate them and develop the abil-

Research into this area is in full swing. Quantum data ana-

fantasy.

ity to manage drone fleets on a large scale. UAVs are likely

lysts will be able to use tools to access, organize and analyze quantum data in a targeted manner, for example to

ORGANIZATIONAL DISRUPTER

to be used in all areas, from delivery logistics to passenger
transport. Highly skilled employees will use computers to
ensure that the sky is a safe place to travel through. UAV

filter out relevant information on the basis of which companies can make informed business decisions. This will

As companies and organizations grow, they often lose part

managers will be responsible for tasks such as monitoring

maximize returns on existing and externally available data.

of their innovative capacity. This makes them vulnerable

vehicle-to-vehicle communications, collision avoidance

Quantum data analysts are creating ways of extracting the

to competition: Faster, more flexible start-ups overtake

and assisting in coordinating safe landings.
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127 million inhabitants. 60 million private vehicles. 92,000 repair shops. These figures alone
provide a vivid description of both the size of the country and the task at hand. At present,
some 50 motor insurers in the Land of the Rising Sun handle motor vehicle claims, while the
three largest (Tokyo Marine, SOMPO and MS & AD) account for 90% of the market. ControlExpert has already been working successfully with all three of them in other countries for
several years now. It was therefore inevitable that we would open our 17th location world-

BIG IN
JAPAN
Japan is the third largest insurance market in the world after
China and the USA. To be able to continue to serve this market
in line with demand, future-oriented solutions in claims handling
are indispensable. But not to worry: ControlExpert is already on
the spot.

wide in 2019 by opening a Japanese subsidiary. Long after we had started to deal with the
market locally. Because this market is special. Not only because of its size and the resulting
potential, but also because of its cultural and local characteristics.

DIGITALIZE ME!

„Asia is not new territory for us.
From our offices in Thailand, China
and Hong Kong, we have been offering local insurers digital solutions
tailored to their needs for many years
already.“
MARKUS HILLEBRAND,
CEO Asia Pacific at ControlExpert

The fax lives on. Whereas in Germany and Europe, it plays an increasingly rare role in communications between repair shops and insurers, a good 50% of Japanese repair shops
still rely on data transmission by fax. The disadvantages are well known: For one thing, the
quality suffers due to this form of transmission, for another, it takes a great deal of effort to
digitize the data to make it usable. This directly leads to the biggest challenge of all: the lack
of staff. The conversion of millions upon millions of fax and voice messages into structured
data records and their continuous automation requires an enormous amount of manpower
and a lot of time.

127 MILLION
INHABITANTS

At the same time, the Japanese market is facing a profound change: Older workers are leaving the workforce, young employees are scarce. This is partly due to low birth rates, and
partly because “motor vehicle expert” is not a dream job for the younger generation. Even
today, as a result of predominantly manual processing and the shortage of skilled employees, it takes at least two weeks, and in the case of Asia, due to frequent natural disasters,
several months to process a claim.

AUTOMATION WITH CONTROLEXPERT
The Net Promotor Score, which is also acknowledged as standard in Japan, cannot be
achieved successfully using manual processes. If an insurer wants to continue having satis-

60 MILLION
PRIVATE MOTOR VEHICLES

92 THOUSAND
REPAIR SHOPS

fied customers in the future, there is no way around the automation of the claims process.
In this area too, ControlExpert is building on the proven CE 2.0 platform, which has been
individualized for the Japanese market by the addition of several different modules. On
the one hand with OCR, which can also read and digitize locally created invoices and cost
estimates. On the other hand, through the adaptation of the automatic image recognition
software, the rules and the CE Analyzer to the needs of the market. Furthermore, we have
offered insurers two models so far: They can outsource the entire auditing process to us or

50%

OF JAPANESE REPAIR SHOPS
USE THE FAX FOR COMMUNICATIONS

use our platform to audit the claims themselves. This gives insurers access to powerful tools
to meet the challenges of the future. And this is only the beginning of further developments,
because Japan should and will play a central role for ControlExpert.
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PERSPECTIVES

COMMON GENETIC MANIPULATION

PLAYING GOD

GENE DRIVE

50% of a modified gene added to only one
chromosome is passed on to the next generation
Mosquito with
modified gene

A gene drive added to one chromosome
copies itself to the other chromosome
mosquito with
gene drive

Cut and repair of the
other chromosome

Normal mosquito

Normal mosquito

Offspring inherit the modified gene
with 50% probability

Offspring inherit the modified gene
with almost 100% probability

A lot of energy, time and money is currently being invested worldwide in the research
and development of technologies based on artificial intelligence. After all, it is expected to do no less than play a major role in shaping the future of the human race
by providing new insights and improving knowledge. However, we still know so little
about humankind itself. Especially in the field of genetic research there is still much to
be discovered and deciphered. A revolutionary breakthrough in this context was the
discovery of CRISPR/CAS9, the genetic scissors.
There is no record of what microbiologists

virus attacks again, CAS9 goes on patrol

So it is no wonder that scientists around

Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer

with the mug shot. If viral DNA is found,

the world are working flat out on, around

Doudna exclaimed one fine day in 2012

it is cut out with the utmost precision and

and with CRISPR. After all, diseases such

after making their discovery, but a loud

then cellularly taken apart. So far, so ex-

as Alzheimer’s, cancer and HIV could be

“Eureka!” would at least have been ap-

citing. But now comes the truly amazing

treated or even prevented. A one-year-old

propriate, given its significance. CRISPR/

part: This process works not only on bac-

child suffering from leukemia has already

CAS9 is nothing less than the most promis-

teria, but also on humans, animals and

been saved. Malaria, which still kills more

ing tool available for editing the genetic

plants. And not just with viral DNA, but

than 400,000 people annually, could be

material of humans, animals and plants.

also with any other type of DNA. Scientists

completely eradicated within a year using

The scientists’ breakthrough came from

can thus use CRISPR as a pair of genet-

CRISPR. With CRISPR, a mosquito can

the observation of bacteria. If bacteria are

ic scissors. And that means for precisely

be programmed to stop transmitting the

attacked by viruses, they are “infected”

whatever genes they want, wherever they

malaria pathogen. According to Mendel‘s

with their viral DNA, and subsequently de-

want. But that is not all. The repair mecha-

laws (uniformity rule: If you cross individu-

stroyed. But this does not always happen,

nism of each cell ensures that not only

als of a species who differ in one genetic

because bacteria have their own immune

the selected gene parts are cut out, but

characteristic for which they are both ho-

system, with which they defend them-

also that new ones are added. To repair

mozygous (each pure-bred), the offspring

selves against viral attacks: The CRISPR

the DNA strand, the mechanism uses the

will all share this same trait) this would

gene segments in their genome, the so-

material that is currently available – even

only apply until mating, after which the

called “Clustered Regularly Interspaced

if it has been added manually by a human.

anti-malaria gene would only be present

Short Palindromic Repeats”. If they survive

Cut & Paste on the genome, so to speak.

in 50% of the mosquitoes, then in 25%

an initial attack by the viruses, they store

Now, at the latest, it is clear to everyone

and so forth. Here CRISPR draws the next

small amounts of their DNA in their inter-

what potential this discovery holds. The

wild card: gene drive. In addition to CRISPR

spaces – similar to a police mug shot. And

human race could theoretically play cre-

for cutting and replacing the malaria gene,

this is where CAS9 comes in. The mole-

ator and build its own world.

a second gene is inserted next to it, which

Genetic reprogramming. Thus, after mating an anti-

CRISPR automatically „copies and pastes“.

malaria mosquito with an untreated mosquito, 100% of

cule makes a copy of this image. If the

the offspring would be free of the malaria gene.
One of the many questions that preoccupies not only
the world of science: Should we do this? It is clear that it
would be possible to change the genetic make-up of an
entire species with CRISPR. But should humans go that

„As in genetic research, we are
also faced with the important
task of defining rules in dealing
with artificial intelligence and
ensuring compliance with them.
The possibilities are immense.
All the more important not to
lose control.”

far? If so, where are the limits? Will it stop with the treatment of diseases or will we soon be talking about being
able to more or less precisely model a human being? Who
will control who works with CRISPR and why? The CRISPR
method will without a shadow of doubt change our world.
It has not yet reached the point where it can be used in
everyday clinical practice, for example. But that is merely
a question of time. However, the development of rules for
handling and using CRISPR is at least as important as the
research. Because if it falls into the wrong hands, things

BEATRIX PAEßENS,
Head of Marketing at ControlExpert
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could backfire and humanity could end up injuring itself
with the genetic scissors.
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CONTROLEXPERT

Only ﬂying is better

BEHIND THE SCENES

Is it a gym machine? A flight simulator? A VR theme park
ride? It actually makes no difference, as the sensations
experienced while flying through virtual landscapes are
unique and, by the way, also train muscles, reflexes,
balance and concentration.

There is no „i“ in „team“
Meet up fot sport or hot rod tour? Sounds good. Preferably regularly, and above all cross-departmental.
When our CE crew are not on the football field, they
can often be found bowling, climbing, spinning,
running ...

DemoDay
#IDoIt

The ControlExpert market place is brimming with lively and colorful activities. Product management presents new features, discusses new product improvements with other departments and puts the latest developments through their paces.

The CE Bootcamp guarantees a clear head and
sufficient movement. Our colleagues regularly

You never stop learning

swing dumbbells, kettlebells or skipping ropes.

What yesterday was the future, is already the past today. The demands
of everyday working life are changing radically. ControlExpert therefore focuses on further training and know-how. How? With an exciting

International
Meeting with a
difference

range of training courses and our own CE Academy.

Excerpt from the 2020 training calendar:

More exchange, discussion and Christmas spirit.

■

Seventeen nations exchange their experiences

Special aspects in the case of a claim
■

in international claims
management during the

PLAUSIBILITY AND CAUSALITY
Recognizing exaggerated damage and fraud

■

trends can we adopt from
the USA? How are claims

CE 2.0
Introduction to the CE audit system

■

two-day international
meeting. What digital

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE
Materials science – Load paths – Crash behavior

■

settled in Japan?

GLASS DAMAGE AND ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS
Technical relationships between glass damage
and driver assistance systems

Get this party started

■

EXCEL
For beginners, advanced and professionals

■

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. For this
reason, the dates for the Christmas party and the CE

TIME MANAGEMENT
Stress and time management, speaking and act-

summer party are regular fixtures in the CE team’s

ing with confidence, overcoming barriers
■

calendar.

TELEPHONY AND COMMUNICATION
Optimizing communication

Always in balance

■

EXECUTIVE TRAINING
Executive training and coaching

Where do you find the CE crew after work? At the
world‘s largest water ski facility in Langenfeld! And
sometimes also in the facility’s beer garden.
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ControlExpert GmbH
Marie-Curie-Strasse 3
40764 Langenfeld, Germany
www.controlexpert.com
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